
Responsable predictions

A stack of A4s is pinned on the cork-board in the Observatory’s communal kitchen. It is an account 
of the invasion of Normandy, and of how tidal predictions played a ‘groundbreaking role’ in starting
the end of World War II. Long before Bidston Observatory was transformed into a center for artistic
research, it housed the then famous Liverpool Tidal Institute. This institute owned two analogue 
computers that could precisely predict the rise and fall of water levels, by interpolating up to 42 
different constituents, each with their own particular lunar and solar frequency. In the usual over-
detailed fashion reserved for historical accounts of WWII, Bruce Parker, former chief scientist of 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Ocean Service, explains how 
these tidal machines helped predict the exact moment when low tide would coincide with first 
morning light and a late-rising moon. This is when D-Day should happen.

I promised to write you a letter, but I did not know how to start and finally had to let go of that plan.
Should it have suggested some kind of intimacy by using your first names? Would a simple hello 
do, or could I omit the address altogether? I most of all wanted to continue our ongoing 
conversation on how wireless device tracking has changed the orientation of surveillance, and more 
importantly what modes of resistance would make sense. This also mattered because of where and 
when I started writing this ‘letter’: at Bidston Observatory in Liverpool, the morning after a promise
to ‘get Brexit done’ had swung multiple constituencies and produced an unsurprising landslide on 
the back of a calculated wave of xenophobia.

The Footfall Almanac 2019 draws attention to increasingly abundant techniques and technologies 
that are used to track device movements in shopping-malls, on high-streets, but also at larger events 
in public space. Smartphones regularly emit their unique ID when looking for ‘known networks’. 
Their requests are captured and timestamped at multiple points along a trajectory, accumulated into 
‘footfall’ and analysed to produce ‘dwelling patterns’. By subsequently connecting these patterns to 
discount rates, product placement and consumption habits, footfall analysis has become a powerful 
tool for managing space, time and movement towards more and more efficient spending.

Such manageable patterns are obviously not only of interest to the retail industry. Local planning 
departments, private investors, police forces, public transport managers and tourism agencies apply 
the same generalized techniques. In “The Production of Prediction”, Adrian Mackenzie reminds us 
that this function creepbleed is already more than a century in the making. We should not be 
surprised to see “a generalization of prediction to a common space of not just production or 
consumption (advertising and marketing), but woven into the fabric of everyday life.”.1 From 
planning D-Day, to a landslide Tory victory and the amount of customers that will come dwell on 
Black Friday, agents that should have very different concerns align their interests around the 
common denominator of value extraction. The continuum between militarized, commercialised and 
politicised usage of prediction keeps on accelerating and as we have observed on Muntplein, public 
and private space pre-emptively but irrevocably blur as a result.

Are there ways to resist the ubiquity of prediction? You said that the process of collecting ‘footfall 
data’ might be straightforward in and of itself, but that what happens before and after is more 
complicated. I think it already begins with a lack of imagination for what qualities a movement 
could have, or what their aggregation could do. Or maybe it starts when people are conflated with 
their devices, so they can be modeled as constituents of a population. In statistics, ‘population’ is a 
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term for any group of individuals (people, devices, consumable objects) that samples are taken 
from. This becoming-population and signals a crucial removal of agency or intent that is not just 
conceptual. Populations follow to-be-predicted patterns, they flow around obstacles and respond to 
external attractors, they can never be more than the sum of their parts. Populations do not need to be
controlled or policed, because they can already be managed.

To be predictable as a population means not to count as an individual, nor as a collective. Prediction
diffuses the possibility for response and deflates usual modes of resistance as it removes the 
direction for address. To be pre-dicted means that all there is to say should fall within a reduced 
space of possibilities, whereby any potential response is constrained by the limits of extractable 
value.

The Footfall Almanac 2019 cuts through this impasse by proposing quite a different mode of 
operation. It invents new forms of survey, and layers on more predictions, rather than less. It devises
its own concoction of techno-artistic research practice to explore the restricted imaginations 
embedded in wireless tracking and to explode what can be expected from it. It starts to talk back in 
unpredictable ways by proposing poetic lists and scripts and scores; by unpacking its technological 
components and twisting its tongue on the absurd vocabularies that collide in the hastily cobbled 
together commercial jargon that tries to sell the management of flows to the highest bidder. 

These interventions, whether they appear as a situated audio-piece for mobile phones, a walk 
exposing wireless tracking on the Brussels’ Christmas market or a public discussion, each in their 
own way contribute to a collective grasping of what is going on, as an invitation to start formulating
a response together. The project is a tentative practice of undoing pre-dictions, a work that Donna 
Haraway might call ‘the cultivation of response-ability’. “I think of response-ability as irreducibly 
collective and to-be-made. In some really deep ways, that which is not yet, but may yet be. It is a 
kind of luring, desiring, making-with”.2

Study the legal and technical functioning of these mechanisms, Send letters to DPOs, Create spaces 
to discuss what public spaces we want, Address and pressure the institutional bodies, Steal the 
devices that are involved in the capture of data, to study their functioning, Marvel at the absurdity 
of a system trying to categorise its own incompetences, Practice unreadable gaits: The Footfall 
Almanac 2019 proposes modes of resistance that are not reactive, refusing nor defensive but instead
commits to growing collective capacities for response.
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